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Asked: 
Please confirm that the International High Frequency Transmitting Station at Shepparton was the 
last remaining Australian facility capable of broadcasting to South-east Asia, West Pacific, South-
west Pacific and Central Pacific regions with versatility and reliability? 
 
Answer:  
Transmitting infrastructure is generally a privately held asset in Australia. As a result, the 
Department and the Australian Communications and Media Authority have no information on 
whether there are other International High Frequency Transmitting Stations capable of 
broadcasting internationally in Australia. 
 
The Australian Broadcasting Corporation has also advised that it is not aware of any other third-
party shortwave facilities with this capability.  
 


	QoN 1- Xeonophon- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Xenophon asked:
	Senator XENOPHON: The problem is that you do not have any direct idea of what the audience reach was, other than that it was a very large geographical footprint for short-wave. How far did the footprint go? It was in the Solomons, Vanuatu, PNG, Timor,...
	Mr Hua: There is a map in our submission with the broadcast zones attached.
	Senator XENOPHON: That is right. It was quite extensive. It did not go quite as far as Nauru. It went to Kiribati and Tuvalu, but not quite Timor-Leste. You used to go to Timor-Leste, didn't you?
	Mr Millett: We would have to take on notice about what our position is in Timor-Leste.
	Answer:

	QoN 2- Ludlam- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Ludlam asked:
	Senator LUDLAM: Is that based on handset sales? Mr Hua: I have to take that on notice.
	Answer:

	QoN 3- Ludlam- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Ludlam asked:
	Mr Millett: I would have to take that on notice. It is certainly an issue that we are aware of; I am not sure of what information there is in terms of determining the usage.
	Answer:

	QoN 4- Ludlam- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Ludlam asked:
	Senator LUDLAM: Thank you. How many short-wave listeners do you think the ABC had in PNG and the South Pacific? Let's just say primary listeners accessing it—we will set aside the text message kind of social aspect of it for the moment. How many prima...
	Mr Hua: That is extraordinarily difficult to get a precise figure on.
	Senator LUDLAM: I know a precise figure would be difficult but, if you are quite confidently arguing for a 50 per cent decline between two years, then you must be able to at least give us some rough numbers as to what you think the audience wants.
	Mr Hua: I would say it would be in the hundreds.
	Senator LUDLAM: In the hundreds?
	Senator XENOPHON: On what basis do you say hundreds?
	Mr Hua: I am being asked for a best estimate.
	Senator XENOPHON: On what basis do you make that best estimate?
	Mr Hua: On the basis of FM listenership, which sits at around 15,000 per day.
	Senator XENOPHON: How do you know that?
	Mr Hua: We have some surveys on that.
	Senator XENOPHON: Can you send us details of those surveys?
	Mr Hua: I will do.
	Senator XENOPHON: But you have not done surveys of shortwave listeners?
	Mr Hua: No.
	Senator XENOPHON: Can you provide those surveys to us. Is there a reason why you have not done surveys of shortwave?
	Mr Hua: Largely because the listeners of shortwave, we suspect, might be in regions where it is very difficult to survey.
	Senator URQUHART: Have you taken into account the Pacific Freedom Forum petition? Are you aware of that?
	Mr Hua: Yes.
	Senator URQUHART: It has 1,116 supporters on that site.
	Mr Hua: Yes.
	Mr Millett: We have been monitoring the feedback that is coming from other areas, both directly to the ABC and through other circles.
	Senator LUDLAM: If you do not have the info at the table, I would be keen to see any evidence you have to back that up. You have given us an order-of-magnitude guess, and that is fine because it is what I asked you for. My guess, based on much less ev...
	Answer:

	QoN 5- Ludlam- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Ludlam asked:
	Senator LUDLAM: If you could. And could you tell us, if you are able to establish whether that was the case or not, whether those figures were taken into account in your decision to cancel the service.
	Answer:

	QoN 6- Ludlam- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Ludlam asked:
	Senator LUDLAM: Yes, the accessibility and reliability—what is able to keep ploughing on through? We have heard evidence—and I do not think I have heard you dispute it—that shortwave can plough on through some pretty rough conditions where other broad...
	Answer:

	QoN 7- Xenophon- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Xenophon asked:
	Senator XENOPHON: Or just a ballpark figure. I understand the commercial sensitivities of that. So on notice, could you provide the additional cost of those transmitters and the coverage that will be provided with these new FM transmitters in PNG, com...
	Answer:

	QoN 8- Xenophon- shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Xenophon asked:
	Senator XENOPHON: Could you take that on notice?
	Answer:

	QoN 9- Xenophon- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Xenophon asked:
	Mr Hua: We will take that on notice.
	Answer:

	QoN 10- Xenophon- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Xenophon asked:
	Senator XENOPHON: If you could take on notice what the cost will be. I have a few more questions. It will not take too long.
	Answer:

	QoN 11- Xenophon- Shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Xenophon asked:
	Mr Millett: I will take that on notice.
	Answer:
	In the interests of maintaining good governance, including the need to ensure the Board can continue to receive unfettered advice and recommendations on matters for their decision, the ABC does not consider that confidential ABC Board Minutes are appr...

	QoN 12- Urquhart- Shortwave hearing- F.revised
	Senator Urquhart asked:
	Mr Millett: I will take that on notice.
	Answer:

	QoN 13- Xenophon-  shortwave hearing- F
	Senator Xenophon asked:
	Answer:
	1. The transmission delivery of the ABC’s domestic radio and television services are contracted to Broadcast Australia, Foxtel and Optus.
	(a) Broadcast Australia provides 100 per cent of the ABC’s terrestrial transmissions. Optus satellite provides Viewer Access Satellite Television to free-to-air satellite receivers and Foxtel provides access to pay television subscribers.

	QoN 14 - shortwave hearing
	Answer:




